Monmouth University, Department of English
Selecting an Academic Minor

EN majors have many elective credits available, and adding a minor is a productive use of those credits (EN/ED majors, too, can find adding a minor helpful in balancing their schedules and requirements, particularly if they have transferred in other required credits). You can access curriculum charts for minors through WebStudent (“Undergraduate Minors”). If you want to declare a minor, simply file the eForm, “Declaration/Removal of a Minor—Matriculated Undergraduates”). Once the form has been routed and approved, the requirements for your minor will appear on your audit.

Minor in Creative Writing: Effective Fall 2010, the EN Department will be offering a new minor in Creative Writing. This is an 18-credit minor, with the following requirements:

EN 200—Creative Writing: Introduction______________________3 cr
200-level electives* ______________________________________9 cr.
Choose three courses among
EN 210—Creative Writing: Fiction
EN 233—Creative Writing: Poetry
EN 235—Creative Writing: Drama
EN 244—Creative Writing: Non-Fiction
300/400-level courses* ____________________________________6 cr.
EN 312—The Craft of Writing
EN 412—Advanced Creative Writing
Total: __________________________________________________18 cr.
*In exceptional cases, students may fulfill one elective with an independent study (EN 299, EN 399, or EN 499).

Other Minors that Complement the EN Major:

- Writing Minor: similar to Creative Writing Minor, but with more CO courses
- Psychology: many EN/ED majors, or students who have switched out of ED, have several credits already toward this minor
- Art or Theatre
- History
- Gender Studies
- Political Science
- Communication or Journalism
- Spanish

A list of all minors and links to curriculum charts area available online: [http://www.monmouth.edu/university/important-information-and-links.aspx](http://www.monmouth.edu/university/important-information-and-links.aspx). If you have questions, please contact your advisor, or Dr. Susan Goulding, Departmental Advising Coordinator.